
A monthly report on what's going inside ISP May 2021

Project Type: Commercial 
Project Name: Ansbacher Law Firm
Service offered: Architectural & Rendering
Location: St. Augustine, Florida

LOD: 350 
Area: 8806 Sq. Ft.
Project Duration: 1 Month
Software used: AutoCAD, Revit, Lumion, 3ds Max

Despite the pandemic, to make sure that the o�ce is in
tip-top shape, our CEO - Mitesh Smart visited India for
an absolutely important facetime with our teams, all
hands meeting to give updates and direction for the
promising future of ISP. While on-site, Mitesh spent
major time with the L10 team to discuss ISP’s business
strategies and roadmap to meet the organizational
goals as well as challenges and the solutions. During
this pandemic, he delivered the messages of driving
positive change and generating exceptional
performance and client values.

 
Meet Urvish Shah - from the MEP department who
recently got promoted as a partner at ISP. His
wisdom, dedication, compassion for ISP and
colleagues have been proved as an amazing asset.
He will be leading the Ahmedabad o�ce where
more 40 to 50 employees in the coming months.
We’d like to congratulate ISP’s newest and coolest
partner. 

Mistakes have always been the best place to learn
things. ISP’s this month’s recommendation will be
EC&M “What’s Wrong Here” blog for all the electrical
engineers out there. EC&M has been posting very
insightful blogs regularly. In the “What’s Wrong Here”
blog they capture images from the daily routine
electrical works & share modi�acatios they require.

Impressive 3D Virtual Tour for Commercial Building in Florida

With a beautiful, immersive 3D rendering our team has tried to make people experience the huge size of this
commercial place, explore various areas, and gain insights into the architectural design. This walkthrough has
easily created results that will help people to create a feeling of space within the model. With Lumion, AutoCAD,
Revit and 3ds Max our team has portrayed color hues, light intensity, light re�ection and the play of shadows. This
also re�ects interior or exterior lightings, walls, �oors, windows and ceilings of the building. Interior lighting includes
light from each �xture, the self-illumination of objects in the area and re�ection of light within it. Our architects have
added effects here for photorealistic & conceptual results.

CEO’s Visit to India for All-hands Meeting

 Urvish Shah Makes Partner

Team ‘Colorado’ Standout in Admin Services

This quarter, our admin team (Dhara, Mital, Sakshi and Deepak) is setting the benchmark for the completion of
administrative tasks. Our admin department takes care of accounting, data management, documentation and
project management. This time, their work hasn’t gone unnoticed as our clients are very happy with their
dedication. These guys are always responsive and strive to complete any task perfectly and on time. For a
successful organizational structure, it’s equally important to have a well functional technical as well as
management departments. Whether it’s a technical task or a managerial task, ISP’s strategic vision is to help AEC
�rms in all the way. 

Architecture of The World’s Largest Cricket Stadium: 
Narendra Modi Stadium, India!

Located in Ahmedabad - the majestic Motera Stadium has a seating capacity of 110,000 and is spread across 2.73
million Sq. Ft. The stadium was planned and designed by Populous and constructed in collaboration with L&T
within a period of three years. It consists of VIP boxes, clubhouse, indoor cricket academy, dressing rooms, food
courts, toilets & 2-wheeler parking. Preparing landscape MEP, high-mast lighting, drainage, HVAC and IT & security
surely must haven't been easy. The construction of the stadium is a success for the construction industry in terms
of adoption of the biggest precast segments

Challenges: The biggest dread was not of collapsing the structure but also the number of people leaving the
stadium together. Additionally, the challenges like a tight timeline, budget and in providing each and every one of the
110,000 people with clear views of the ground were also playing major roles.

Restructuring: The stadium provides 360 degree views by making sure that every one of the 110,000 seats can
enjoy the unbroken sightlines of the ground. The bowl is designed with two large seating tiers which can be utilized
for smaller events, too. The pedestrian �ow is also remodelled with all vehicular movement ensuring clear
segregation to limit congestion creating a fantastic experience for fans.

Impact: Apart from cricket matches, the stadium will also be for community use. A community indoor cricket
academy is there under the podium, having access to six indoor practice pitches and three outdoor practice
fields.

Know More

ISP’s Recommendations

#DoYouKnow the most overlooked things to know about NEC?

Click here to see the full article
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